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5+ years of experience as a Retail Merchandiser. Seeking a job with an 
established corporation offering the potential for growth and advancement.

APRIL 2016 – PRESENT
RETAIL MERCHANDISER I - ABC CORPORATION

 Organizing, rotating and stocking shelves during each store visit - the platform 
for providing excellent customer service.

 Transferring cases of product from the backroom to the stores sales floor.
 Ensuring the product is on display and shelves are looking their best by properly

rotating product and removing all stale or damaged packages.
 Working as a team with sales counterparts and management by communicating

issues as appropriate, following itinerary and being flexible with schedule 
changes to the itinerary.

 Maintaining a professional demeanor with the public and store personnel when 
performing duties.

 Driving sales results through greeting and assisting customers on the sales floor
and maintaining solid product knowledge.

 Executing floor moves, merchandising directives, display maintenance and 
general recovery (i.e., folding, straightening, etc) as directed by the manager on
duty.

SEPTEMBER 2014 – MARCH 2016
RETAIL MERCHANDISER - ABC CORPORATION

 Organizing, rotating and stocking shelves during each store visit - the platform 
for providing excellent customer service.

 Transferring cases of product from the backroom to the stores sales floor.
 Ensuring the Kelloggs Snacks product is on display and shelves are looking their

best by properly rotating product and removing all stale or damaged packages.
 Working as a team with sales counterparts and management by communicating

issues as appropriate, following itinerary and being flexible with schedule 
changes to the itinerary.

 Maintain a professional demeanor with the public and store personnel when 
performing duties.

 Drive sales results through greeting and assisting customers on the sales floor 
and maintaining solid product knowledge.

 Replenish merchandise timely and monitor floor stock levels to ensure the store 
is properly stocked at all times.
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EDUCATION

Bachelor Of Commerce - (University Of Delhi - Delhi, Delhi)AA - (Miami Dade 
College - Miami, FL)Diploma - (Miami Norland Sr. High - Miami, FL)

SKILLS

Money Handling, Accounting, Data Entry, Customer Service, Child Care, Artistic, and 
Detailed Oriented, Use Of Power Tools, and Following A PlanoGram.
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